Introduction
Many excellent methods of off-line estimation like frequency analysis, transient analysis, and some off-line methods like maximum-likelihood identification a r e not directly applicable f o r on-line estimation. The needs in real-time applications for on-line estimation have stimulated the development of recursive versions of many identification methods, see Ljung and S6derstr6m [lo] . The methods of recursive estimation for dynamic systems are usually based on discretized linear models formulated as ARMAX-models.
There are a number of identification problems associated with recursive estimation based on discrete-time models.
It is necessary to translate any continuous-time model to an ARMAX-model with a shift operator formulation. Such a translation requires nonlinear operations like matrix exponentiations and fixed sampling intervals.
The discrete time parameters are nonlinear in the original parameters. The nonlinear parameter transformation means that a certain continuous-time parameter will have a nonlinearly distributed influence on all the discrete-time parameters. It is then difficult to monitor a particular continuous-time parameter of interest and it is almost necessary to estimate the full o r d e r discrete-time parameter vector. It is not easy to make identification of partitioned, coupled and partially known systems. Natural sets of discrete-time parameters are sampling time dependent.
For adaptive control based on recursive estimation methods this means that the sampling period must be chosen to provide good identifiability rather than good control action.
In applications of hybrid adaptive control it is desirable to choose sampling frequencies of control and identification independently as pointed out by e.g. Gawthrop [5, 6] . This is difficult with the discrete-time approach.
All requirements on anti-aliasing of discrete-time control and estimation may be very restrictive or even non-realistic. The anti-aliasing filters also become part of the estimated process model which may be unsatisfactory. It could therefore be asked why there is no analogue to ARMAX-models for continuous-time systems. The successful ARMAX-models of adaptive control correspond to polynomials in the forward or the backward shift operators with advantages for modelling and signal processing, respectively. There is no commonly used operator of continuous-time parameter estimation that corresponds to the backward shift operator of discrete-time systems.
n n This paper aims at development of such models and we use a modelling method from algebraic control theory, see Pernebo [13] . The idea is based on an operator translation of the model in terms of implementable operators. Introduce an operator translation so that the continuous time linear modelling is made in terms of some low pass filter operator X with a time constant r>O.
We may now have the following continuous-time input-output relations.
The paper starts with a model transformation. It is shown that there always exists a parameter transformation back to the original continuous-time model parameters. Then follows an investigation of the state space properties of the introduced filters and the original model. Finally, there is an example.
where L means a Laplace-transform. Finally, a Laplace transformation of (12) gives
An attractive feature is the fact that the same linear relation holds in both the time domain and the frequency domain. Notice that this property holds without any approximations o r any selection of data.
A Model Transformation
Consider a linear n-th order transfer operator formulated with a differential operator p=d/dt and unknown coefficients a,, b..
Parameter Transformations
It is necessary to make clear the relation between the parameters a., p. of (7) and the original parameters a b. of the transfer' fhction (4). Let the vector
It is assumed that A and B a r e coprime. Introduce now the stable and causal operator parameters be denoted by
. . . -a, bl . . .
The relation between (10) and (16) is then
Using the definition of z (5) and (6) it can be shown 2 m 2 n matrix Fr and the 211x1 vector GT a r e given by . ,
This allows us to make the following transformation
with An input -output model is now easily formulated as A* ( X ) y ( t ) = B* ( X ) u ( t l 
We may then conclude that the parameters a., b. of the continuous-time transfer function Go may be reconstructed I 1 from the parameters a., P. of 0 . As an alternative we may estimate the original parameters ai, b. of e from the linear relation
where F and G a r e known matrices because they a r e simple function: of r.
Each of the components of c p , may now be expressed as a linear combination of the state vector components.
We have with the arguments of (5), (29). (31).
State Space Transformations
It is of major concern that no information is lost when doing the operator transformation. This is not obvious from the original approach with state space filters where a filtered state variable could only approximate the true one due to the low pass filter properties.
In this section we will show that there is a one-to-one mapping between the state space associated with the original system description and that of the transformed description. Consider therefore the transfer function = a x i ( t ) + . . . + ananx;At)
The controllable canonical form of (24) with a state vector x and the differential operator p may be written as
[Xny](t) = a n [ b l . .
The original state vector x of (25) is related to x' by the following relations.
From (31) and ( (36) cp,(t) = " x ' ( t ) (25) is sufficient to describe the dynamics of the identification object. The system o r d e r is however increased by the introduced state variable filters. The filters will increase the minimal o r d e r of the system. It is possible to find a state space of the order 2n to describe both the process and the filters although the realisation often is non--minimal.
A ' ( P ) t ' ( t ) -u ( t )
Notice that all components of the state space are observable from [Any] provided there are no common factors of A and B. This means that the states of x'(t) and x(t) are observable from cp . From the construction of (32) we also see that the state xVris controllable from u provided there are no common factors of A and B. Neither should there be any factor of ( p t a ) i n B. This means that it is in principle possible to determine an input u such that x obtains any direction in the 2n-dimensional space. The following theorem can be shown. where the polynomial factorization is such that B has no common factor with A or (p+a). Let the following strictly proper transfer operator relation hold between input u and output y Let furthermore X be the operator ExamDle: Estimation of Two Constant Parameters Let Q, be the vector of filtered inputs and outputs Q J t ) = ( [ X u l ( t ) . . . [ x " u l ( t ) [ X Y l ( t ) . '.[X"YI(t)) and let x' be the state vector of the controllable canonical form of G.
Consider the system with input u, output y, and the transfer operator G 0
Use the operator transformation X of (3)
Then there exists a linear transformation such that This gives the transformed model for an invertible matrix TI.
-Proof: See appendix.
The theorem above has shown that cp is a sufficient state vector for the system to be identified aXd the filter state. The controllability of x' and cp means that any direction in the 2n-dimensional space can ge reached. Active improvement of identifiability by choice of the input u is also in principle possible. This estimation model is of the same type as traditional models, see Eykhoff [4] . There is no approximation associated with the transformations as long as no interpretation of state variable reconstruction is made. The most common and interesting time domain filtering is to pick y(t) and all components of cp (1) at certain points of time totl. tZ.... The linear relation (Sf then of course still holds between y and cp . These sampled data may now be used to fit parameters to {he continuous time model (9) by using ordinary discrete time recursive linear regression methods. There is no discrete time model involved although we use sampled data and discrete time estimation.
This type of data sampling does not need to be equidistant and "slow sampling" may be used if a lower convergence rate can be accepted. Notice that the sampling for constant parameters 0 may be performed without any anti-aliasing filter. This is due to the fact that 0 rather than y is the reconstructed entity. It would be necessary, however, to choose the sampling frequency properly when it is desirable to track a time varying 0.
The choice of the time constant r in the operator X is not critical from an algebraic point of view. All choices r correspond to an equation (17) The simulations above show that the convergence works properly over at least two decades of values of r. The convergence rate is faster for a shorter r but the convergence transient may be violent for "too" short time constants r. The estimates are accurate for all the cases of simulation above. The recursive estimation has been performed every 0.03 s and is no limiting factor for the convergence rate here.
Attempts to have a slower sampling rate will result in a slower convergence but still good accuracy at the end of the time scales. It can be seen from the figures that there is acceptable convergence rates over a large range of values of the time constant r. Notice that the convergence rate is higher for small values of r but the parameter transient tends to be more violent.
Conclusions
The old method of state variable filters for estimation of parameters in continuous time dynamic systems has been revised. It has been shown that this method can be made rigourous by reformulation of the model in terms of a realizable operator. The problem formulation has also been made different with respect to the state variables. It is not claimed that the derivatives of the inputs and outputs are reconstructed by the filters. In fact, the filter outputs tend to be bad approximates of the desired derivatives when the filter time constants become longer.
We have given an invertible linear transformation to find the original parameters from the new parameter set. For each value of the filter constant r there is a certain transformation. The next step is to show that x' may be expressed as a linear transformation of ' p, .
Another form of (26) is the fractional form expressed in the operator X. see (6-8) and [13] .
A * ( N € J t ) = U ( t ) with coprime A* and B* and with
This gives that
From (31) and (A6) it is found that 2n-i 2n x p ) = P [, +, I E J t ) = P i ( N E X ( t ) (A7 1 where Pi f o r 1 5 i 5 2 n a r e polynomials in the operator X.
It can be seen from the following relation that all Pi contain powers of X from 1 to 2n. Hence, T is a n invertible matrix relating x' and ' p, .
